Ultimate Breacher Tool (UBT)
BRO-UBT-24D, BRO-UBT-26S, BRO-UBT-29F

®

The multi-purpose breaching tool.
Designed to be the one simple tool for
First Responders, the Broco Ul mate
Breacher Tool (UBT) combines four
tools into one: a sledge, pry, ram and
rake.
Whether it be an ac ve shooter event,
medical related or some other emergency, the ﬁrst person on-scene needs
basic entry capability that is easy to
carry, easy to use.
The Pry Tool
Cold cut from AR500 armor plate, the UBT’s
pry head is tapered, angled and strong! The
pry p is 1.25” wide allowing it to also be used
as a duckbill with lateral spreading capabili es.
The pry head is welded to a high strength
chrome-moly sha . The slo ed sledge head
wraps around that assembly and is welded
in place. The sha is reinforced with a
6” X 1” diameter solid steel insert for
unparalleled strength.

The Sledge
The UBT starts with an 8 lb sledge head, machined to ﬁt the pry tool and handle.
The sledge is used as a hammer to break, bend and open. When used with another
UBT or Halligan, it will set the pry p deeper in the gap.
BRO-UBT-26S, 26” OA length, 12 lb.

The Door Ram
Reverse the grip on the handle of Broco’s
UBT and swing it across the
body; the tool head becomes a ram for
striking residen al doors.
The ‘D’ handle version is intui ve
to ram with, allowing the operator to get plenty of power
without his hands slipping.

BRO-UBT-29F,
29” OA length, 14 lb.

BRO-UBT-24D, 24” OA length, 14 lb.

The Rake
At some point someone will
need to break a window and
has incorporated a glass rake
eﬃcient clearing of broken

when they do, Broco
to the underside of the pry tool for
glass from the window frame.

The Lock Breaker (UBT‐29F)
The newest version of the UBT incorporates a ‘halligan’ fork at the end of the handle for breaking padlocks and be er levering of inward swinging doors. When used with the Broco Jimmy as a
wedge, this is the UBT that enables one person do it all!

Hands Free Carry With a Single Point Sling
Broco’s Ul mate Breacher Tool has a sling cup set into the top of
the head for easy carrying using the included single point quick
detach sling. An eﬀec ve tool must be accessible to the operator
and this method keeps the UBT at the ready without interfering
with an operator’s use of his weapon when approaching a target
building.
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